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Medallion Headlight Restoration 

 
 

• Increases Light Output 600‐1000% 

• Improves Driving Safety 

• Better Night Time Visibility 

• Increase Auto Value 

• Cheaper Then Replacement 

• State‐of‐the‐UC Cure 

• Superior Scratch Resistance 

• Excellent Chemical Resistance 

• Excellent Leveling Characteristics 

• Cures with 160 Watt UVA Light 

• Can be Cured with Natural Sunlight 

• Applied with PreVal Sprayer or 

• Mini‐Jet Spray Gun 
 

MRS‐690‐Kit       
2 ‐ MRS‐690 Headlight Restoration Coating 
1 ‐ MRS‐691 Headlight Sanding/Cleaning Solution 
1 ‐ MRS‐692 Solvent Cleaner 
2 ‐ RS‐802‐3 PreVal Power Head 
2 ‐ RS‐802‐4 4 oz. Polyethylene Bottle The Medallion™ Headlight Restoration 

System has proven to be one of the best 
systems available. It is a simple 7 step 
system that takes approximately 20-30 
minutes to do both headlights. The resin 
used in the headlight coating has gone 
through 3+ years of Florida’s weather 
conditions with no deterioration. Most 
systems on the market involve sanding, 
compounding and waxing which holds up 
for a few months. With these systems, the 
headlights dull out in less than 3 months. 
 
The “Medallion™ Headlight Restoration 
System” is a simple 7 step process that 
requires UV light to cure the headlight 
coating. The UV light source can be a UVA 
light set-up with a minimum 160 watt UV 
bulb or in some cases natural sunlight. 

MRS‐694K Tripod Light 
Fixture Kit with 1 Fixture 
/ 2 160 Watt UV Light 
Bulbs and Safety Glasses
    
 
 
MRS‐695 160 Watt UV 
Self‐Ballasted Curing 
Light Bulb  
 
 
MRS‐696 Ultra‐Spec 
2001 Safety Glasses 
     



“SpotWerkes” 2K PRIMER 50 State Compliant 

2K Urethane Primer Surfacer MRS-8500 “Spot Werkes” 2K Urethane Primer Surfacer is a medium build, versatile two component primer surface. It has an ultra fast 
dry-to-sand time. This primer surfacer is excellent for spot repairs. Formulated with corrosion resistant properties eliminates self-etch primer on cut through and other 
small bare metal areas. This primer has excellent adhesion and solvent resistance with all topcoat paint systems. 

   
                                                 FEATURES:   
                                            ♦ Excellent flow out   

           ♦ Excellent color hold-out   
           ♦ Superior impact resistance   
           ♦ Fast cure; can be sanded in 25 minutes   
           ♦ Guaranteed performance  
  
            COMPATIBLE SUBSTRATES:   
           ♦ Properly prepared steel   
           ♦ All properly prepared rigid and semi rigid auto body parts   
           ♦ All brands of polyester fillers and glazing putties   
           ♦ Clean, properly sanded O.E.M. or refinish coatings   
           ♦ Properly prepared aluminum  
 
            MRS-8500       2K Primer                   Gallon                          
            MRS-8500-Q  2K Primer                   Quart 
            MRS-8550       Activator                     Quart                            
            MRS-8550-8   Activator                     8 oz. 

“SpotWerkes” CLEARCOAT 

Ultra Production System Acrylic Urethane Clearcoat MRS-8200 “Spot Werkes” Ultra Production Clearcoat is high production clearcoat system developed for spot 
repair and one panel repair. This 4:1 mix clearcoat is a 3 coat system that can be sanded and buffed in 20-25 minutes air dry or baked for 5 minutes at 130°F(54.4°C) 
metal temperature. MRS-8200 “Spot Werkes” Ultra Production Clearcoat is applied in 3 light coats wet-on-wet with no flash times between coats.   
 

                                                          FEATURES:   
                                                   ♦ Super fast dry-to-sand time   
                                                   ♦ Excellent for spot repairs   

           ♦ Superb blending   
           ♦ Fast bake cycle, no purge time; saves fuel cost   
           ♦ Excellent gloss   
           ♦ Can be applied to flexible parts   
           ♦ Excellent system for jambs and cut-it parts   
           ♦ Guaranteed performance   

 
             COMPATIBLE SURFACES:   
           ♦ Acrylic or polyester basecoats   
           ♦ Activated polyurethane enamel (must be cured at least 8 hours)   
           ♦ Activated acrylic urethane enamel (must be cured at least 8 hours)   
           ♦ OEM clearcoats 

 
             MRS-8200   Clearcoat                       Gallon 
             MRS-8210   2.1 VOC Clearcoat        Gallon 
             MRS-8250   Activator                        Quart 

“SpotWerkes” ACCELERATED REDUCER & POT LIFE EXTENDER 

"Spot Werkes" Accelerated Reducers are formulated for the "Spot Werkes" Acrylic Urethane Clearcoats and "Spot Werkes" 50 State Compliant 2K Urethane Primer 
Surfacer. 

 
 
 
                     MRS-8060                                    Accelerated Reducer Fast                                Gallon 
                     MRS-8060-Q                               Accelerated Reducer Fast                                Quart 
                     MRS-8075                                    Reducer Medium                                               Gallon 
                     MRS-8075-Q                               Reducer Medium                                               Quart 
                     MRS-8085                                    Reducer & Pot Life Extender Slow                Gallon 
                     MRS-8085-Q                               Reducer & Pot Life Extender Slow                Quart 



EZ EUROPEAN CLEARCOAT 
RS-6100 is a water-clear, high-production clearcoat that is compatible with all acrylic and polyester basecoat 
systems.  Can be lightly water-sanded and buffed 2-3 hours (air-dry) after application.  Levels instantly as it 
hits the panel, making it very easy to get a smooth, high-gloss finish.  Produces a very flexible, high-gloss 
coating. 
 

RS-6100                     Clearcoat                    5 liter 
RS-6060                     Fast Activator             2.5 liter 
RS-6070                     Medium Activator      2.5 liter 
RS-6080                     Slow Activator           2.5 liter 
RS-6090                     X-Slow Activator       2.5 liter 

EUROPEAN CLEARCOAT 
MRS-6200 4.2 V.O.C. European Clearcoat is a 2:1 mix clearcoat formulated for superior leveling, excel-
lent gloss and easy sanding.  This clearcoat utilizes the best UV stabilizers to prevent yellowing.  MRS-
6200 has excellent adhesion to both acrylic and polyester basecoat systems.  This clearcoats is easy to 
buff next day or 3-4 days later. It can be applied in air dry or bake environments. 
 
MRS-6200                   Clearcoat                     5 liter 
MRS-6360                   Fast Activator              2.5 liter 
MRS-6375                   Medium Activator       2.5 liter 
MRS-6390                   Slow Activator            2.5 liter 

EUROPEAN CLEARCOAT 
MRS-6300 Medallion™ European Clearcoat 2.1 V.O.C. is formulated with premium European resins. 
This water clear formula utilizes the best UV stabilizer system to prevent yellowing. It has superior verti-
cal stability avoiding runs. MRS-6300 Medallion™ European Clearcoat 2.1 V.O.C mixes 2 to 1 with 
versatile activator system for various temperature ranges.   It can be applied in air dry or bake environ-
ments. 
 

MRS-6300                   Clearcoat                     5 liter 
MRS-6360                   Fast Activator             2.5 liter 
MRS-6375                   Medium Activator      2.5 liter 
MRS-6390                   Slow Activator            2.5 liter 

2.1 VOC EUROPEAN CLEARCOAT 
MRS-6400 European Clearcoat 2.1 V.O.C. is a high solid clearcoat glamour clear.  This clearcoat mixes 2:1 
with an activator system designed for various temperature ranges.  It can be air dried or baked.  An excellent 
clearcoat for restoration. 
 
MRS-6300                   Clearcoat                     5 liter 
MRS-6360                   Fast Activator              2.5 liter 
MRS-6375                   Medium Activator       2.5 liter 
MRS-6390                   Slow Activator            2.5 liter 
 

“ULTRA CLEAR” CLEARCOAT 
RS-2200 Ultra Overall / Multi-Purpose Clear is a premium quality acrylic urethane clearcoat developed from 
the finest European and domestic raw materials available.  RS-2200 is a medium solids product that meets na-
tional VOC rule standards when mixed properly. 
 
RS-2200                     Clearcoat                    Gallon 
RS-2260                     Fast Activator             Quart 
RS-2275                     Medium Activator      Quart 
RS-2285                     Slow Activator           Quart 
RS-2295                     X-Slow Activator       Quart 

“ULTIMATE” CLEARCOAT  
RS-2300 is a Premium Acrylic Urethane Clearcoat that is suitable for panel as well as overall refinishing.  RS-
2300 offers outstanding gloss and durability with improved adhesion on all acrylic and polyester color coat sys-
tems.  New European resin system offers excellent resistance to solvent pop and fisheye.  Excellent flow and lev-
eling properties make this clear extremely easy to apply. 
 

RS-2300                     Clearcoat                    Gallon 
RS-2260                     Fast Activator             Quart 
RS-2275                     Medium Activator      Quart 
RS-2285                     Slow Activator           Quart 
RS-2295                     X-Slow Activator       Quart 



“RAPID CURE” CLEARCOAT 
RS-4810 Clearcoat is specifically designed for rapid production environments.  RS-4810 can be baked at 
low temperatures for 10 minutes or air dried 1½ to 2 hours before sanding and buffing.  Saves on booth 
time and energy costs while significantly increasing shop throughput. 
 
RS-4810                      Clearcoat                                       Gallon 
RS-4860                      Rapid Cure Activator                    Quart 
RS-4870                      Panel Activator                             Quart 
RS-4880                      Multi Panel Activator                   Quart 
RS-4890                      Slow Activator                              Quart 

2.1 VOC CLEARCOAT 
MRS-21  2.1 V.O.C. Acrylic Urethane Clearcoat is a low V.O.C. clearcoat formulated to be used in the most strin-
gent V.O.C. areas.  This acrylic urethane clearcoat has excellent leveling characteristics and outstanding gloss 
retention.  It can be used as an air dry or bake system clearcoat.. 
 
MRS-21                      Clearcoat                                       Gallon 
MRS-60                      Fast Activator                               Quart 
MRS-75                      Medium Activator                        Quart 
MRS-90                      Slow Activator                              Quart 
 

LOW GLOSS CLEARCOAT 
MRS-4820 Low Gloss Clearcoat is designed for 
undersides of hoods, trunk lids, door jambs, back-
sides of fenders.  It can also be used on exterior 
panels where a low gloss clear is needed.  MRS-
4820 Low Gloss Clear mixes 4:1 with the RS-4800 
series activators. 
 
RS-4860    Rapid Cure Activator                    Quart 
RS-4870    Panel Activator                             Quart 
RS-4880    Multi Panel Activator                   Quart 
RS-4890    Slow Activator                              Quart 

BLEND-EZE PANEL BLENDER 
RS-2710 Blend Eze Panel Blender/Color 
Checker is a blend of premium solvents 
and resins designed to be used as a panel 
blender for 2K clearcoat systems and sin-
gle-stage urethanes and to check color 
match and layout of metallics. It is com-
patible with most major clearcoat, base-
coat and single-stage urethane sys-
tems.  Reduce remainng clearcoat with 
RS-2710 at 1:1 mix to melt in edge and 
then spray without reduction to melt in 
featheredge.  RS-2710 can also be used as 
a wet-bed sealer. 

 

                                                 RS-2710         Blend Eze     Gallon 
                                                 RS-2710-Q     Blend Eze     Quart 

 
 
FADE EDGE BLENDER 
RS-596 is a blend of special solvents and resins for melting in 
dry edges on blends.  RS-596 works very well as a wet bed 
sealer on scuffed adjacent panels prior to color blending.  Super 
fine mist pattern melts dry edges for an invisible blend. 
 
RS-596      Fade                             Aerosol 
 

COLOR BLENDER 
MRT-500 Color Blender is a universal 
blending product used as a wet-bed 
sealer, lock-down clear on metallics, cut-
in clear in areas not exposed to sunlight, 
mid-coat clear for tri-coats and graphics 
and a basecoat blender.  This blender is 
compatible with most basecoat sys-
tems.  It can be reduced with standard 
and reactive type reducers 
 

MRT-500      Color Blender         Gallon 
MRT-500-Q  Color Blender         Quart 

2.1 VOC “RAPID CURE” ACCELERATED REDUCER 
Rapid Cure Accelerated Reducer is designed to in-
crease productivity and thru-put without sacrificing durabil-
ity and gloss.  This reducer decreases cure times and dry-to-
sand times as much as 80% with not affect on pot-life and 
sprayability.  MRS-155 can be used in Medallion urethane 
clearcoat and primer surfacers.  Add 5-10% to 
ready-to-spray material. 
 
MRS-155-Q         Rapid Cure Reducer   Quart 
 

RECONDITIONING CUT IN CLEAR 
This versatile 1K Clearcoat can be used for several applica-
tions.  Excellent results on all nonexposed areas that re-
quire clearcoating.  Also works excellently on color spray-
out cards when checking for color match.  Won’t yellow 
out or haze out like other aerosol clear coats. 
 
RS-550      Reconditioning Clear                   Aerosol 
 



 
 
LACQUER PRIMER SURFACER 
RS-768-V Lacquer Primer Surfacer is a top quality, fast drying lacquer primer surfacer. Excellent solvent holdout 
with minimal shrinkage makes this primer stand above the rest. Must be used with Zero VOC Lacquer Thinner. 
 
RS-768V                     Lacquer Primer Grey                    Gallon 

 

2.1 VOC LACQUER PRIMER SURFACER 
MRS-771 2.1 V.O.C. Acrylic Lacquer Primer Surfacer-Grey is a premium acrylic lacquer primer surfacer formulated for the most 
stringent V.O.C. regulations.  This primer surfacer must be reduced with the proper Zero V.O.C. reducer to be compliant.   MRS-771 
has excellent adhesion with superior filling and sanding properties. 
 
MRS-771                    2.1 VOC Lacquer Primer Grey                      Gallon 
MRS-771-Q                2.1 VOC Lacquer Primer Grey                      Gallon 
 

 
FILL & FLEX PRIMER 
Fill and Flex Primer is a fast drying sandable primer for all types of flexible and rigid body parts. It is very effective at 
filling sand scratches, dries to sand in 5-10 minutes and featheredges better than most primers. Fill and Flex Primers are 
available in black, grey and rose and can be purchased in bulk or in an aerosol. 
 
RS-515                        Fill & Flex Grey                            Aerosol 
RS-516                        Fill & Flex Rose                            Aerosol 
RS-566                        Fill & Flex Black                          Aerosol 
 

2K URETHANE PRIMER SURFACER 
RS-784 is a premium quality 2K urethane primer surfacer that dries fast and builds quickly. RS-784 has excellent hold out and 
featheredges easily with no ringing or lifting. 
 
RS-784                        2K Urethane Primer Buff                               Gallon 
RS-784-Q                   2K Urethane Primer Buff                               Quart 
RS-785                        Primer Activator                                             Quart 
RS-785-8                    Primer Activator                                             8 oz. 
RS-793                        Flex/Impact Activator                                     Quart 
 

2K “SELECT SHADE” RAPID PRODUCTION PRIMER 
RS-790 “Select Shade is a Super High Build Primer Surfacer that can be sprayed as a high/medium build surfacer as well 
as a sealer. This primer can be dry sanded in as little as 50 minutes depending on film thickness. RS-790 can be applied 
over unsanded E-Coat primer on inside surfaces, saving hours of preparation time. RS-790 has excellent adhesion to all 
paint surfaces and can be applied over properly prepared bare metal. By using this “Select Shade” system, these colors can 
be mixed to create a wide variety of color offerings for optimum basecoat coverage. Easy to sand. Can be directly top-
coated with basecoat. 
 
RS-790        Primer Buff               Gallon                         RS-791      Activator Normal          Quart        
RS-790-B    Primer Black             Gallon                         RS-792      Activator Slow              Quart 
RS-790-G    Primer Grey              Gallon                         RS-793      Flex/Impact Activator   Quart 
RS-790-W   Primer White             Gallon 
 

2.1 VOC RAPID PRODUCTION PRIMER 
RS-796 is a Super Versatile Two Component Urethane Primer/Surfacer/Sealer. RS-796 Primer comes in a high viscosity 
form that after activation can be reduced in various levels to use as a super high build primer/surfacer, medium build 
primer/surfacer, or a sealer. This primer is extremely fast drying and when sufficiently dry, it sands easily without loading 
sandpaper. RS-796 can also be sprayed directly on the underside of properly cleaned new E-Coat body parts without sand-
ing, saving hours of preparation time. 
 

RS-796                        Primer Grey                                  Gallon 
RS-796-Q                    Primer Grey                                  Quart 
RS-797                        Activator                                       Quart 
RS-797-8                     Activator                                       8 oz. 



“SELECT SHADE” DUAL PRIME AEROSOLS 
Select Shade Dual Prime is a dual purpose high build specialty coating designed for priming and surfacing of 
metal and plastic parts. This primer helps prevent rust and seals out moisture while providing a base for topcoat-
ing. The RS-570 series boasts excellent flexibility and adhesion so it can be applied on both flexible and rigid 
parts. Select Shade dries fast, has excellent build and is easy to sand. Paintable in 20 minutes. 
 

RS-570                        Tru-Black                    Aerosol 
RS-571                        Dark Grey                   Aerosol 
RS-572                        Medium Grey              Aerosol 
RS-573                        Light Grey                   Aerosol 

1K ACRYLIC SEALER 
MRS-774 1K Acrylic Sealer is a ready-to-spray, one component sealer that can be applied to previously coated substrates 
to provide uniform surface tension and color.  This sealer has excellent adhesion and color hold-out.  MRS-774 provides an 
extremely smooth surface for topcoating and is highly resistant to lifting of undercoats. Can be used wet-on-wet application 
(requires no sanding before topcoating).  It requires no activator, therefore unused product can be poured back into the can. 
 
MRS-774                    Primer Grey                                  Gallon 
MRS-774-Q                Primer Grey                                  Gallon 
 

EPOXY PRIMER 
RS-780 Epoxy Primer is a 1:1 mix primer.  This epoxy primer surfacer has excellent adhesion to cold rolled steel, aluminum, 
galvanized steel, stainless steel, galvaneal, fiberglass, SMC, factory e-coat, OEM coatings, after market coatings and rigid plas-
tics.  MRS-780 has excellent chemical and corrosion resistance.  It is available in gray, black and white colors and is packaged in 
quarts and gallons.  MRS-780 Epoxy Primer must be activated with MRS-781 Epoxy Primer Activator  
 

RS-788                        Primer Black                                 Gallon 
RS-780                        Primer Grey                                  Gallon 
RS-789                        Primer White                                 Gallon 
RS-781                        Catalyst                                         Gallon 
 

2.1 VOC “SELECT SHADE” NON SANDING SEALER 
RS-776 2K Acrylic Urethane Sealer is a premium 2 component sealer with excellent solvent resistance and color holdout. RS-776 
can be used as a non-sanding single coat sealer to cover body repairs and existing finishes and to create one uniform surface for 
topcoats. At 2.1 lbs./gal. VOC, this sealer is compliant in all markets. RS-776 can be tinted. 
 
RS-776                        Primer Grey                                                    Gallon 
RS-776-B                    Primer Black                                                   Gallon 
RS-776-W                   Primer White                                                  Gallon 
RS-777                        Activator Standard                                          Quart 
RS-778                        Activator Slow                                                Quart 

WATER BASED PRIMER 
RS-799 is a water based primer specifically designed for excellent adhesion to properly prepared plastic and steel surfaces. This 
primer dries quickly while imparting excellent salt spray resistance. RS-799 may be sanded after drying and can be topcoated 
with various waterborne or solvent based topcoats. Excellent for use in all sensitive substrates. Ultra Low VOC. Compliant in all 
markets. 
 
RS-799                        Primer Black                                 Gallon 
RS-799-Q                    Primer Black                                 Quart 
RS-799-5                     Primer Black                                 5 Gallon 
 

“POLY MAX” POLYESTER PRIMER 
RS-794 is a Two-Component Polyester Primer Surfacer that is fully compliant with both National and California regulations for 
maximum allowable VOCs. RS-794 is a High Solids, High Build primer surfacer with exceptional filling capabilities. It’s unique 
formula delivers “Tight Cross-Link Density” which holds down body repair areas and provides an exceptional foundation for 
superior topcoat holdout. Offers excellent application, flow and leveling, and can be tinted up to 10% by volume with most poly-
ester-based basecoat tints. RS-794 exhibits superior adhesion to properly prepared substrates such as steel, galvanized steel, alu-
minum, fiberglass and body filler. 
 
RS-794      Primer Grey                                   Gallon 
RS-794-Q  Primer Grey                                   Quart 



2.1 VOC “DTAM” DIRECT TO ALL MEATAL PRIMER 
MRS-80 is a direct to all metal primer surfacer that can be applied to bare substrates eliminating the pre-treatment primer 
step.  It has excellent adhesion to cold rolled steel, aluminum, galvanized panels, galvaneal, body filler, fiberglass, SMC and 
OEM finishes.  MRS-80 sands easily without loading the sandpaper.  Its medium gray color and superior solvent resistance 
eliminates the need for primer sealer in many applications.   
 
MRS-80                       Primer Grey                                   Gallon 
MRS-80-B                   Primer Black                                 Gallon 
MRS-82                       Primer Activator                           Quart 

2K SELF ETCHING PRIMER 
RS-786 is a unique, two-part, self-etching, self-leveling, bare metal primer filler. RS-786 is designed to give maximum adhesion 
and corrosion resistance on all types of bare metal. What makes this bare metal primer unique is that it fills as it primes. Can be 
used over steel, aluminum and galvanized steel. 
 
RS-786                        Primer Grey                                   Gallon 
RS-786-Q                    Primer Grey                                   Quart 
RS-787                        Catalyst                                         Gallon         
RS-787-Q                    Catalyst                                         Quart 

UNIVERSAL 1K SELF ETCHING PRIMER 
RS-510 is a smooth, fast-drying, single component primer that 
produces the ultimate adhesion on bare metal, galvanized steel, 
stainless steel, aluminum, cured paint, body filler and plastics. 
Aerosol version can be directly top coated with any acrylic or 
polyester based product. “CHROMATE FREE!” 
 
RS-510      Primer Grey                Aerosol 
 

 
GUIDE COAT 
RS-525 Guide Coat is the fastest and easiest method for detecting 
high and low spots in body filler or primer.  Instant-dry, black 
formula sprays a light coat that can be sanded in seconds.  This 
high-solids formula  has been reported to last as long as 3 or 4 
cans of competitive products. 
 
RS-525                        Guide Coat Black        Aerosol 

2.1 VOC 1K ACRYLIC SEALER 
MRS-800 2.1 V.O.C. 1K Acrylic Sealer is a one component, ready to spray primer sealer. This sealer can be used on all previous 
coated surfaces to provide a uniform surface prior to topcoating. Applied wet on wet, no sanding required before topcoating. MRS-
800 lays down super smooth and has excellent adhesion and color holdout. It is ready to spray, no mixing required so you can pour 
unused sealer back into the can. 
 
MRS-800                     Primer Grey                                  Gallon 
MRS-800-Q                Primer Grey                                  Quart 
 

1K ACID ETCH PRIMER 
RS-517 is a single component acid etch primer for use on all 
types of bare metal surfaces. Conveniently packaged in an aero-
sol can, this primer is the perfect fix for cut through areas as 
well as entire panels. RS-517 provides the best adhesion on all 
properly prepared metal and is chromate free. Must be topcoated 
with another primer before coating with polyester color systems. 
 
RS-517      Primer Grey                Aerosol 
 

 
HIGH BUILD ACRYLIC 1K PRIMER 
RS-524 is a High Build 1K primer which is great for spot repairs 
and easy to sand, wet or dry. This primer also adheres to metal 
and plastic. RS-524 is easy to use with no clean-up and paintable 
in 20 minutes with basecoat. 
 
RS-524      Primer Grey                Aerosol 
 

 
ETCH WELD PRIMER 
RS-512 Etch-Weld Primer is a unique, fast-drying, weld-thru 
primer and self-etch primer in one product. Works on all 
types of metal. Will not burn away from weld bead. Very 
little spattering or popping when welding. Can be directly 
topcoated with acrylic or polyester basecoat systems. 
 
RS-512      Primer Red                  Aerosol 
 



UNIVERSAL SATIN BLACK TRIM PAINT 
MRS-755 Universal Satin Black Trim & Bumper Paint is a single component coating used for trim parts, bumpers, 
moldings, impact strips.  It is a ready-to-spray coating so unused product can be poured back into the can.  A pre-
treatment primer should be used on bare metal surfacers and an adhesion promoter should be used on raw plastic pieces. 
 
MRS-755                    Satin Black Trim Paint                 Gallon 
MRS-755-Q                Satin Black Trim Paint                 Quart 
RS-514                        Satin Black Trim Paint                 Aerosol 

HOT ROD BLACK (Satin) 
MRS-4200 Satin Hot Rod Black is a 2 component acrylic urethane coating. It mixes 4:1 with MRS-4205 
Regular or MRS-4210 Slow Activator. MRS-4200 Satin Hot Rod Black is an excellent coating for restora-
tion, striping, coating frames, engine compartments, or any place a primer like coating is needed. This coat-
ing formulated to withstand the same atmospheric conditions as any single-stage urethane system. 
 
MRS-4200                   Hot Rod Black Satin                     Gallon 
MRS-4205                   Activator Regular                         Quart 
MRS-4210                   Activator Slow                              Quart 

1K SATIN BLACK UNDERBODY COATING 
MRS-360 1K Underbody Coating is an enamel based high build coating designed for coating under carriages.  This coating is 
ready-to-spray, requires no hardener and is compliant in all 50 states.   MRS-360 is used for coating frame rails, brackets and under 
carriages.  It dries in 30 minutes (1 coat) and can be reduced with "Zero" V.O.C. reducer up to 25%. 
 
MRS-360-1                 Satin Black Underbody Coating                     Gallon 
MRS-360-5                 Satin Black Underbody Coating                     5 Gallon 
MRS-360-55               Satin Black Underbody Coating                     55 Gallon 

HOT ROD BLACK (High Sheen) 
MRS-4250 Satin Hot Rod Black 2.8 V.O.C. is a 2 component acrylic urethane coating. It mixes 4:1 with 
MRS-4255 Regular or MRS-4260 Slow Activator. MRS-4250 Satin Hot Rod Black 2.8 V.O.C. is an ex-
cellent coating for restoration, striping, coating frames, engine compartments, or any place a primer like 
coating is needed. This coating is formulated to withstand the same atmospheric conditions as any 
singlestage urethane system. MRS-4250 Satin Hot Rod Black 2.8 V.O.C. is compliant in California 
 
 
 

MRS-4250                   Hot Rod Black High Sheen           Gallon 
MRS-4255                   Activator Regular                          Quart 
MRS-4260                   Activator Slow                              Quart 

BEDLINER ACTIVATE * SHAKE * SPRAY 
MRS-7000 Medallion Black Bedliner is a 2 component urethane, 3:1 mix coating that is used to coat truck 
beds, frames, trunk interiors, floor pans, inside door skins and wheel wells. This coating can be applied with 
RS-818 Universal Applicator Gun. MRS-7000 Medallion Black Bedliner is packaged in a quart container 
that is ¾ full. Pour in the 8 oz. activator, shake and spray. Available with a normal activator for moderate 
temperatures or slow activator for hot weather. Medallion Bedliner is also available in a tintable. 
 
MRS-7000                   Bedliner Black            24 oz.        MRS-7010      Adhesion Promoter                  Pint 
MRS-7001                   Bedliner Tintable        21 oz.        RS-813           Scuff Brush 
MRS-7007                   Activator Standaed     8 oz.          RS-818           Applicator Gun 



                   
 
                   
                  MRP-087                    Fine Blue                    6 oz. 
                  MRP-092                    Frost Blue                   6 oz. 
                  MRP-098                    Fine White                   6 oz. 
                  MRP-099                    Fine Russet                 6 oz. 
                  MRP-093                    Tincture Gold             6 oz. 

 
 
                  MRPX-01                   Radiant Red                4 oz. 
                  MRPX-02                   Crystal Silver             4 oz. 
                  MRPX-03                   Sunbeam Gold            4 oz. 
                  MRPX-04                   Galaxy Blue               4 oz. 
                  MRPX-05                   Stellar Green              4 oz. 
                  MRPX-07                   Fireside Copper          4 oz. 
                  MRPX-08                   Cosmic Turquoise      4 oz.           

JET BLACK BASECOAT 
 
MRT-683     Basecoat Black                Gallon 
MRT-683-Q Basecoat Black                Quart 

BASECOAT WHITE 
 
MRT-684     Basecoat White          Gallon 
MRT-684-Q Basecoat White          Quart 

COARSE SATIN ALUMINUM 
 
MRT-690     Coarse Satin           Gallon 
MRT-690-Q Coarse Satin           Quart 

HS WHITE TONER 
 
MRT-801     HS White     Gallon 
MRT-801-Q HS White                Quart 

LS WHITE TONER 
 
MRT-802     LS White                 Gallon 
MRT-802-Q LS White                 Quart 

HS BLACK TONER 
 
MRT-806     HS Black                  Gallon 
MRT-806-Q HS Black                 Quart 

JET BLACK BASECOAT 
MRT-97 Jet Black Basecoat is a 1:1 mix basecoat. This base-
coat is a direct replacement for PPG DBC 9700 Jet Black Base-
coat. MRT-97 Jet Black Basecoat should be reduced 1:1 with 
RS-1800 series standard urethane grade reducers. 
 
MRT-97                       Jet Black    Gallon 
MRT-97-Q                  Jet Black    Quart 

JET BLACK TONER 
 
MRT-805     Jet Black                  Gallon 
MRT-805-Q Jet Black                  Quart 

MEDIUM SATIN ALUMINUM 
 
MRT-687     Medium Satin          Gallon 
MRT-687-Q Medium Satin          Quart 



ZERO VOC REDUCERS 
Zero V.O.C. Universal Reducers designed to be used in 
urethane, lacquer and acrylic based products.  MRS-165 
Fast should be used in cold temperature envi-
roments.   These reducers will not increase the V.O.C. of 
the mixed product. 
 
MRS-165   Fast            Gallon 
MRS-175   Medium     Gallon 
MRS-185   Slow          Gallon 

BASECOAT REDUCERS 
Rubber-Seal’s premium blend of virgin solvents and resins 
are designed to hold basecoat color in place and prevent 
mottling. Three speeds are available for various weather 
conditions. 
 
RS-1360     Basecoat Reducer Fast                Gallon 
RS-1370    Basecoat Reducer Medium           Gallon 
RS-1385    Basecoat Reducer Slow                Gallon 

SPECIALITY REDUCERS 
 
MRS-1804    Low Temp               Gallon 
MRS-1805    Mid Temp               Gallon 
MRS-1806    High Temp              Gallon 
MRS-1807    X-High Temp          Gallon 

SPECIALITY THINNERS 
 
MRS-3870     Fast                         Gallon 
MRS-3871     Medium                  Gallon 
MRS-3872     Slow                       Gallon 
MRS-3873     X-Slow                   Gallon 

BASEMATE REDUCERS 
These are premium quality basecoat reducers designed 
specifically for certain color systems. They provide excel-
lent sag resistance, metallic stability and color accuracy. 
 
RS-1760    Basemate Reducer Fast                 Gallon 
RS-1775    Basemate Reducer Medium          Gallon 
RS-1785    Basemate Reducer Slow               Gallon 

URETHANE GRADE REDUCERS 
Premium, 100% virgin reducers in various 
speeds for use in urethane clearcoats, primers 
and urethane paints. 
 
RS-1860    Fast                             Gallon 
RS-1870    Medium                       Gallon 
RS-1885    Slow                            Gallon 
RS-1895    X-Slow                        Gallon 

 
UNIVERSAL RETARDER SOLVENT 
Universal retarder for all solvent based primer or clear-
coat systems. Small amount slows flash time in hot 
weather for increased flow & leveling and prevents 
dieback. 
 
RS-1899    Retarder Solvent                           Quart 

BASECOAT ACTIVATOR 
MRS-122 Basecoat Activator can be used in paint manufacturers' 
basecoats to increase durability, improve intercoat adhesion and 
increase gloss holdout.  Basecoat Activator should be used in the 
basecoat when a fast, rapid cure activator is used in the clearcoat. 
 
MRS-122-Q                Basecoat Activator      Quart 
MRS-122-P                 Basecoat Activator      Pint 

BASECOAT BALANCER & BINDER 
Medallion Binders and Balancers are designed as direct 
replacement products for major paint manufacturer 
products. These products are used identically as their 
counterparts in ratio equivalency and application. 
 
RS-3150    Basecoat Balancer      Gallon 
RS-3175    Basecoat Binder          Gallon 

BASECOAT BALANCER & BINDER 
Medallion Binders and Balancers are 
designed as direct replacement products 
for major paint manufacturer products. 
These products are used identically as 
their counterparts in ratio equivalency 
and application. 
 
RS-3320    Basecoat Binder          Gallon 
RS-3330    Basecoat Balancer      Gallon 

BASECOAT STABILIZERS 
Medallion Basecoat Stabilizers are designed 
as direct replacement products for major 
paint manufacturer products. These products 
are used identically as their counterparts in 
ratio equivalency and application. 
 
RS-3600   Stabilizer Fast             Gallon 
RS-3605   Stabilizer Standard     Gallon 
RS-3608   Stabilizer Slow           Gallon 

BASECOAT CONVERTER & BALANCING CLEAR 
Medallion Binders and Balancers are designed as replace-
ment products for major paint manufacturer products. 
These products are used identically as their counterparts 
in ratio equivalency and application. 
 
RS-3689    Basecoat Converter                      Gallon 
RS-3695    Basecoat Balancing Clear            Gallon 



 
ZERO VOC PRE-CLEAN 
This pre-cleaner is V.O.C. compliant in all regulated 
areas.  MRS-611 can be used as a pre-cleaner and as a 
final wash before painting.  Leaves no residue when 
properly applied 
 
MRS-611  Zero VOC Pre-Cleaner
                  Gallon 

WATER BASED PRE-CLEAN 
MRS-612 Water-Based Pre Clean is used to remove 
road grime, silicone, grease and wax.  Contains a 
flash rust inhibitor.  It can be applied directly to the 
surface with the RS-805 Pump and Clean Applica-
tor.  MRS-612 is V.O.C. compliant in 
all regulated areas. 
 
MRS-612  Water Based Pre-Clean
                  Gallon 

WAX & GREASE REMOVER SLOW 
RS-608 is an excellent pre-paint cleaner for all acrylic finishes.  Quickly removes all silicones, wax, grease or any other contami-
nants.  Flashes quickly leaving no residue.  RS-608 has slower flash time than RS-609, giving more time for removal while remain-
ing wet on the panel.  Leaves no residue.  Excellent in hot weather conditions. 
 
RS-608                        Wax & Grease Remover Slow                       Gallon 
RS-608-5                     Wax & Grease Remover Slow                       Gallon 
RS-608-55                   Wax & Grease Remover Slow                       Gallon 

WAX & GREASE REMOVER 
RS-609 is an excellent pre-paint cleaner for all acrylic finishes.  Quickly removes all silicones, wax, grease and other contaminants.  
Flashes quickly leaving no residue. 
 
RS-609                        Wax & Grease Remover                                 Gallon 
RS-609-5                     Wax & Grease Remover                                 Gallon 
RS-609-55                   Wax & Grease Remover                                 Gallon 

PUMP & SPRAY APPLICATOR 
RS-805 Pump & Spray is a manual-pump 
sprayer designed for the application of wax 
& grease removers, wheel cleaners, white-
wall cleaners and other automotive cleaners. 
The seals are made of Viton rubber which is 
highly resistant against toluene, mineral 
spirits and isopropyl alcohol. 
 
RS-805      Pump & Spray Applicator 

AEROSOL PRE-CLEANER 
RS-539 Pre-Cleaner Aerosol is a pre-paint cleaner for all finishes. 
This is an excellent cleaner for removing contaminants from the 
surface such as silicones, waxes, grease and tar. RS-539 Pre-Cleaner 
Aerosol works well as a final cleaner before applying topcoats. 
 
RS-539      Spray Degreaser          Aerosol 

ACRY-LAC SUPER CLEANER 
A universal solvent thinner for adhesives and sealants.  
Excellent for reactivating and tooling sealers and adhesives.  
Leaves no film.  Safe on all fully cured paint and most up-
holstery.  Will clean-up undercoats, sealers or adhesives.  
Excellent tar and bug remover. 
 

RS-600     Acry-Lac                    Quart 
RS-601     Acry-Lac                    Gallom 
RS-602     Acry-Lac                    5 Gallon 
RS-603     Acry-Lac                    55 Gallon 

SUPER SOLV 
An excellent high strength solvent for cleaning 
grease, wax and other contaminants from all 
types of plastic or metal.  Excellent release 
agent for adhesives, moldings, etc.  Will not 
hurt cured paint.  Leaves no residue. 
 
RS-615      Super Solv                   Quart 
RS-615-1   Super Solv                   Gallon 
RS-529      Super Solv                   Aerosol 

FLEXI-CLEAN 
The first step to our adhesion promoting system for flexible 
bumper covers and polypropylene plastic.  Removes all  
mold release agents, silicone or other contaminants that 
prevent good adhesion.  Excellent for all aftermarket auto 
parts. 
 
RS-620      Flexi-Clean                 Quart 
RS-620-1   Flexi-Clean                 Gallon 
RS-594      Flexi-Clean                 Aerosol 



CLEAN & SHINE 
MRS-675 is a detail product formulated to remove smudges, 
finger prints, hazing, etc. from exterior finishes and interi-
ors.  It can be used on chrome, glass, mirrors, vinyl, mold-
ings, trim and tires.  Body Shop Safe. 
 
MRS-675                    Clean & Shine             Quart 
MRS-675-1                 Clean & Shine             Gallon 

GLOSS MAX POLISH 
RS-671 Gloss Max Polish permanently removes 2500 grit 
scratches and swirl marks.  This product is totally free of 
fillers, glaze, silicone and wax.  RS-671 leaves a beauti-
ful, intense shine and cleans up easily. 
 
RS-671                        Gloss Max                   Quart 

ULTRA FINISH COMPOUND 
RS-674 Ultra Finish Compound quickly removes 1500 
grit scratches on fresh paint.  It is a sling free formula 
with low heat production.  RS-674 can be used as a one 
step product on light colored finishes.  It cleans up easily 
with a burst of compressed air.  Does not contain sili-
cone. Does NOT leave greasy film. 
 
RS-674                        Ultra Finish                 Quart 

FAST CUT MICRO FINISH COMPOUND 
Our Fast Cut Micro Finish quickly removes 1500 grit, ultra-fine 
scratches from urethane, single stage, and clearcoat finishes.  It 
combines an ultra fine abrasive with solvent to get the job done 
quickly and easily.  This product contains no harsh solvents which 
etch paint and create time-consuming clean-up.  It cleans out of 
seams and door jambs in seconds. 
 
RS-6                            Fast Cut                      Quart 
RS-7                            Fast Cut                      Gallon 

CARNUBA WAX 
"Breathable" Paint Protector is designed to be used on 
fresh paint.  Works well on dark colors and metal-
lics.  Easily applied with soft, clean dry cloth.  Allow 
to dry to a haze and wipe off with a clean dry soft 
cloth. 
 
RS-650                        Carnuba Wax              Quart 
 

MICRO FIBER DETAILING CLOTH 
This incredibly absorbent towel removes minute dirt parti-
cles like a magnet.  Perfect for applying and wiping off 
pre-cleaner.  Also great for polishing and cleaning glass. 
 
RS-662      16”x16” Micro Fiber Cloth           Individual 
RS-662-4   16”x16” Micro Fiber Cloth           4 Pack 
RS-667      27”x36” Micro Fiber Cloth           Individual 

POLISHING FOAM PAD 
Use with polishes and machine glazed to remove 
swirl marks and minor scratches and hazing or 
dullness. 
 
RS-657      White Polishing 
 

FINISHING FOAM PAD 
Use with polishes, glazes to remove swirl marks, hazing 
and to enhance the gloss and DOI. 
 
RS-658      Black Finishing 
 

FINESSING FOAM PAD 
Use with finishing glazes, sealants and waxes to enhance 
the gloss. 
 
RS-660     Blue Finessing 

WOOL COMPOUND PAD 
100% woven wool and quickly attaches to 
RS-665 backing plate for fast cutting action 
on all types of paint. Runs cool to prevent 
burning and extend pad life. Top quality. 
 
RS-643      Wool Componnd 

CUTTING/POLISHING FOAM PAD 
Used with compound to remove moderate to light sand 
scratches (1500 to 2000). Use with polishes and glazes for 
minor paint defects, swirl marks and to enhance the gloss. 
 
RS-653      Orange Cutting/Polishing 
 

HEAVY CUTTING FOAM PAD 
Used with heavy to medium compounds to re-
move coarse grit sand scratches (1000 to 1500) 
and heavy oxidation. Excellent pad for old paint 
as well as freshly painted surfaces. 
 
RS-651      Yellow Cutting Pad 

CUTTING FOAM PAD 
Used with compounds, polishes to remove moderate to light 
sand scratches, minor paint defects and swirl marks. 
 
RS-652      Green Cutting Pad 
 



SPOT REPAIR KIT 
 
RS-670      Cutting/Polishing        1 each         
RS-676      Finishing                     1 each 
RS-675      Polishing                     1 each 
RS-679      Wool Compound         1 each 
ES-662      Micro Fiber Cloth       1 each 

BACKING PLATES & ACCESSORIES 
 
RS-665      Backing Plate 7 1/2” & 8” pads 
RS-678      Backing Plate 3” & 3 1/2” pads 
RS-668      5/8” DA Adapter 
RS-669      Spot Buff Drill Adapter 
 

WOOL COMPOUND PAD 
Used with compound to remove moderate to 
light sand scratches (1200 to 2000). 
 
RS-679      Wool Compound 
 

FINISHING FOAM PAD 
Use with polishes, glazes to remove swirl marks, hazing 
and to enhance the gloss and DOI. 
 
RS-676     Black Finishing 

CUTTING/POLISHING FOAM PAD 
Used with compound to remove moderate to 
light sand scratches (1500 to 2000). Use with 
polishes and glazes for minor paint defects, 
swirl marks and to enhance the gloss. 
 
RS-670      Orange Cutting/Polishing 

POLISHING/GLAZING FOAM PAD 
Use with polishes and machine glazed to remove swirl 
marks and minor scratches and hazing or dullness. 
 
RS-675      White Polishing/Glazing 
 

RUBBER GLOVES 
RS-470 Low Powder Latex gloves are super 
durable and pliable, solvent resistant. RS-472, 
473 and 474 Powder Free Nitrile gloves are 
very resistant to solvent, super long life. 
 
RS-470     Low Powder Latex     Large 
RS-472     Black Nitrile               Large 
RS-473     Black Nitrile               X-Large 
RS-474     Black Nitrile               XX-Large 

MIXING CUPS 
Durable plastic mixing cups with several 
mixing ratios on the outside. These cups 
are transparent so that clears and primers 
can be precisely mixed for optimum per-
formance. 
 

RS-452      32 oz. Mixing Cup 
RS-452-L  32 oz. Lid 
RS-453      16 oz. Mixing Cup 
RS-453-L  16 oz. Lid 

FOAM ROLLERS 
Foam Rollers are designed to be used for 
2K Urethane Primer application. Using 
Foam Rollers eliminates overspray issues, 
masking paper use, and spray gun vapors. 
Avaliable in 4" and 2" widths. 
 

RS-771      4” Black Roller 
RS-772      4” Handle 
RS-774      2” Black Roller 
RS-779      2” Handle 

PREMIER RESPIRATOR 
The BEST respirator you can buy. NOT 
a disposable -- For perpetual use. Offers 
exclusive triple seal protection in a super 
durable, super conformable synthetic 
rubber mask. One size fits all. 
 
RS-305      Respirator 
RS-306      Filter Set 
RS-307      Pre-Filter Set 

PARTICLE RESPIRATOR 
RS-314-ML filters out dust, 
aerosol and welding fumes 
while providing an exhale valve 
that eliminates heat, used air 
and moisture from inside the 
mask.w/exhale valve. 
 
RS-314-ML Particle Respirator 

FULL FACE RESPIRATOR 
RS-310-L is the full face version of the RS-305 
Respirator. Protects eyes from harmful vapors. 
Available with clear shield covers. *Must order 
with RS-306 Cartridge Filter & Prefilter Set 
and 2 RS-308 Prefilter Retainer Rings. 
 
RS-310-L     Full Face Respirator    Large 
RS-310-M    Full Face Respirator    Medium 



DISPOSABLE RESPIRATOR 
A premium quality respirator that filters par-
ticulates and odors. Super soft rubber con-
tours to your face, and is the most comfort-
able mask available. Comes with both char-
coal and cloth filters. No cleaning, just dis-
card after approximately 40 hours of use. 
 

RS-822-L  Disposable Respirator      Large 
RS-822-M Disposable Respirator      Medium 

TACK CLOTH 
RS-820 Base/Clear Tack Cloth. Low 
Tack to reduce friction and static 
electricity. Excellent for urethane 
paint systems. Long life. RS-821 Tan 
is the standard tack cloth 
 
RS-820   Base/Clear     12 bx. 
RS-821   Yellow/Tan     12 bx. 

COTTON STRAINERS 
Medium Cotton Strainers 
1000 per pack 
 
RS-10201 

GUN CLEANING KIT 
HVLP Spray Gun Cleaning Kit is a pro-
fessional gun cleaning kit used by spray 
gun repair centers throughout the USA. 
Each tool is made from the highest quality 
material. All the brushes are made of spe-
cial nylon bristles to prevent wear or dam-
age to the parts. 
 
RS-451      HVLP Gun Cleaning Kit 

HOODED PAINT JACKETS 
Paint Jackets are made of the same 100% 
breathable nylon material our Hooded Spray 
Suits. Designed to offer 100% dust and lint 
free protection to all shop personnel. Inter-
grated hood, elastic cuffs, and front Pockets 
provide easy removal and comfort. washable 
and Anti-Static. 
 

RS-313      Paint Jackets                                   
Available in M,L,XL,2XL,3XL 

HOODED PAINT SUITES 
Nylon Hooded Spray Suits are made of 
breathable nylon that is 100% dust and lint 
free.Elastics at the waist,wrist,and ankles 
offer supirior protection. Full two way nylon 
zipperfor comfort and easy removal. Wash-
able and Anti-Static White. 
 
RS-312      Paint Suits                    
Available in M,L,XL,2XL,3XL 

WHITE LITHO GREASE 
RS-504 White Litho Grease is a high-viscosity, lithium base lubricant for 
hinges, latches, linkage, etc.  Won’t run off vertical surfaces.  Excellent 
on all mechanical moving parts. 
 
RS-504      White Litho Grease     Aerosol 
 

CLEAR PENETRATING GREASE 
RS-507 Clear Penetrating Grease is a premium quality clear 
lubricant that sprays out liquid to penetrate tight fitting parts, 
then turns to gel in 20-30 seconds.  Excellent heat resistance.  
Best hinge/bushing lubricant available. 
 
RS-507      Clear Penetrating Grease              Aerosol 

GRAPHITE BASED NUT CRACKER 
RS-508 Graphite Nut Cracker is an excellent graphite-
enhanced penetrant for all types of rusted or corroded bolts or 
nuts.  Leaves graphite residue to make removal and installa-
tion EASY. 
 
RS-508      Graphite Nut Cracker  Aerosol 

NUT CRACKER 
RS-509 Nut Cracker is a fast-penetrating, corrosion breaking formula 
that makes fast work of rusted bolts and fittings.  A tremendous rust 
preventative and lubricant.  Won’t dry out.  Protects against corrosion. 
 
RS-509      Nut Cracker                Aerosol 
 

SUPER TRIM ADHESIVE 
RS-580 Super Trim Adhesive is a high viscosity, heavy-
duty, web-pattern spray adhesive for all autobody applica-
tions including vinyl tops and headliners.  Nozzle has light, 
medium and heavy spray adjustments. 
 
RS-580     Super Trim Adhesive Aerosol 

SPRAY TRIM C-MENT 
RS-505 Spray Trim Cement is a fast-tacking, mist-pattern spray cement 
for vinyl, leather, fabric or plastic applications.  High strength.  Long tack 
time. 
 
RS-505      Spray Trim Adhesive  Aerosol 

FLEXIBLE PARTS PAINT STRIPPER 
RS-535 is a premium grade stripper that can be used for 
either rubber bumpers or rigid metal parts.  One easy appli-
cation will remove all types of paint as well as gasket mate-
rial. 
 
RS-535      Flexible Parts Stripper                   Aerosol 

FLEXI GRIP 
A fast tacking adhesion promoter for all types of plastic and rubber parts. 
Provides a good surface for primer or paint to adhere.  To be used on 
unpainted plastic or rubber parts before painting. 
 
 

RS-590      Flexi Grip                    Aerosol 
RS-1290    Flexi Grip                    Quart 



TRIM PAINTS 
Heat resistant enamels for use on all automotive trim plas-
tic or metal. 
 
RS-518      Flat Black Trim Paint                    Aerosol 
RS-519      Glossy Black Trim Paint               Aerosol 

EUROPEAN TRIM BLACK 
RS-526 European Trim is a semi-gloss black trim paint 
designed to match factory blacked-out window trim, plas-
tic and rubber parts.  Tremendous adhesion to aluminum 
and stainless steel trim. 
 
RS-526      European Trim Black  Aerosol 

EUROPEAN TRIM PAINTS 
New European style trim paint is 
available in three different gloss lev-
els to match all factory black trim 
parts.   

RS-560   Semi Gloss     Aerosol 
RS-561   Gloss               Aerosol 
RS-563   High Gloss      Aerosol 

VINYL FABRIC CLEANER 
RS-511 Vinyl Fabric Cleaner is a premium foaming cleaner that de-
odorizes while it cleans.  Excellent on all fabrics, carpet, vinyl, leather, 
etc.  The only product needed to clean an auto interior. 
 
RS-511      Vinyl Fabric Cleaner  Aerosol 

KLEER GLASS CLEANER 
Our original formula won’t streak or haze.  Leaves a brilliant shine on 
windows.  Removes bug deposits and light over-spray in seconds. 
 
RS-513      Kleer Glass Cleaner    Aerosol 

BRAKE CLEANER 
RS-521 Brake Cleaner is a premium quality, non-flammable 
cleaner for brake and other dust collecting parts.  Evaporates 
quickly leaving no film.  Stops squeal from dirt, grease, 
asbestos dust and brake fluid.  Contains chlorinated sol-
vents. 
 
RS-521     Brake Cleaner             Aerosol 

“BLAST IT” GUN CLEANER 
RS-538 “Blast It” Spray Gun Cleaner is a high pressure aerosol 
cleaner formulated to remove uncured urethane, polyester and water-
borne paints and primers from spray gun internal and external parts. 
“Blast It” is supplied with a nozzle and tube for cleaning internal 
inlets and tubes. 
 

RS-538      Blast It Gun Cleaner   Aerosol 
 

TRIM CARE 
Multi-Use autobody trim treatment and protector.  Lifts 
wax and polish deposits out of textured body, bumper and 
window trim.  Prevent weatherstrips from sticking or be-
coming brittle.  Makes rubber and plastic trim parts look 
brand new.   
 
RS-585      Trim Care                   Aerosol 

AMBER RUST PROOFING 
A multi-purpose parafin rustproofing that tacks-up in ten  minutes.  
Light viscosity allows material to flow into concealed areas where 
undercoats can’t reach.  Will not obstruct welds.  Weldable 1 hour 
after application.  Excellent for core supports, sheet metal, frames, etc. 
 
 

RS-530      Amber Rustproofing   Aerosol 
RS-5032    X-Long Extension Tip 

PAINTABLE RUBBERIZED UNDERCOAT 
RS-532 Paintable Rubberized Undercoat is a premium 
quality all rubber-base coating for undercarriages, trunks 
and fender wells.  Excellent sound deadening properties.  
Dries quickly and is paintable in 30 minutes.  Good tex-
ture. 
 
RS-532      Paintable Rubberized Undercoat  Aerosol 
RS-5030    X-Long Extension Tube 

PAINTABLE RUBBERIZED UNDERCOAT 
A premium rubberized undercoating that is V.O.C. compliant in 
all 50 states. This undercoating is an excellent product for sound 
deadening, rust protection and sealing out dust, fumes, etc. I can 
be topcoated in 4 hours. It sprays well through an extension 
tube. Dries in 15-20 minutes depending on temperature. 
 
RS-582     Paintable Rubberized Undercoat  Aerosol 

RUBBER COAT 
RS-592 Rubber Coat is the economical alternative to high-
priced undercoats.  Dries in about 20-30 minutes to a heavy, 
smooth satin finish.  Can be painted but should NOT be 
used as a rocker panel coating or in exposed trunk areas.  
Excellent value. 
 
RS-592      Rubber Coat                Aerosol 

ROCKER GUARD 
A premium textured coating that protects rocker panels and 
valances from stone abrasion.  Matches light or heavy factory 
texture.  Paintable in about 30 minutes. 
 
RS-540      Rocker Guard White   Aerosol 
RS-541      Rocker Guard Black   Aerosol 



SURE MIX SHEETS 
Stop body filler, glazing put-
ties and other two component 
products from card-
board contamination that causes 
pinholes in fillers and discolora-
tion of basecoats. 
 
RS-19       Sure Mix Sheets
                  100 per board 

SMC BOND & FILL 
RS-62 can be used as both an adhesive and filler.  As an 
adhesive, it bonds rigid plastics such as SMC, FRP and 
fiberglass together.  As a filler, it can be used on all plastics, 
fiberglass and metal.  Will bond SMC to metal, but NOT 
metal to metal.  Reinforced with carbon fibers and fiberglass 
filaments.  This product can be used to replace both fillers 
and adhesives.  Totally waterproof.   
 
RS-62        SMC Bond & Fill                         1 Ltr. Bag 

POURABLE GLAZING PUTTY 
The finest quality European resins are used in this smooth, easy-
sanding putty.  Top qualiy resins mean no staining, excellent adhe-
sion to even zinc coated or galvanized coated steel.  Light viscosity 
for smooth “pin-hole” free finishing.  Works well on bumper covers 
where most other putties won’t.  Extremely pin-hole resistant.  Flow-
able. 
 
RS-50        Pourable Glazing Putty                 30 pz. 
RS-51        Pourable Glazing Putty                 15 oz. bag 

HIGH COHESION SPOT PUTTY 
Non-Sag.  Super filling properties.  Easy to sand.  
Pinhole free.  Load resistant.  Outstanding adhesion 
on steel, galvanized, aluminum, fiberglass, body 
filler, cured paint and most plastics.  No shrinkage.  
Stain free.  Tack free.  Easy to spread.  Self leveling.  
Can be used with IR or in bake oven. 
 
RS-52        High Cohesion Spot Putty     1 ltr. Bag 

FIBERFILLER 
This is an excellent product for repairing damaged 
SMC and Fiberglass panels, as well as holes in all 
types of metal.  This product can also be used as a 
barrier coat because it does not swell or will not 
absorb solvents. 
 
RS-60        Fiberfiller                    20 oz. Bag 

POLYESTER GLAZING PUTTY 
The finest quality European resins are used in 
this smooth, easy-sanding putty.  Top quality 
resins mean no staining, excellent adhesion to 
even zinc coated or galvanized coated steel.  
Heavy viscosity for smooth, pin-hole free 
finishing.  
 
RS-55    Polyester  Glazing Putty    37 oz. 
RS-56    Red Hardener 

PLASTIC SPREADERS 
Pliable, precision molded spreaders for all types 
of fillers and putties. Quickly release cured fill-
ers. 
 
RS-14        4” Spreader                 50 per box 
RS-15        5” Spreader                 25 per box 
RS-16        6” Spreader 2              5 per box 
RS-21        4” x 4.5” Swiss Style  25 per box 

DOW WINDSHIELD PRODUCTS 
One component, super-fast setting O.E.M. urethane.  Essex is the O.
E.M. urethane supplier for domestic vehicles.  Meets all O.E.M. 
specifications. 
 

 RS-221     U-418HV Fast Cure Urethane High Viscosity 
 RS-225             U-418 Fast Cure Urethane 
 RS-225-P          U-413 Pinch Weld Primer 
 RS-225-XD      Dauber for RS-225-P             

QUICK CURE WINDSHIELD URETHANE 
Fast curing medium viscosity windshield urethane for all fac-
tory urethane bonded auto glass.  Pumps easily and seals up 
fast to get jobs done quickly.  Meets all factory specifications.  
Primer should be applied to all bare metal area of pinchweld. 
 
RS-224      Quick Cure Urethane                    Cartridge 

BUTYL TAPE 
A non-sagging solid butyl tape for auto and truck windshields and 
back lights.  Bonds and seals glass to metal instantly.  Will not 
break away from glass.  For long method installation, bulk or 
singles. 
 
RS-400-5                     5/16” x 15’ Round 
RS-400-6                     3/8” x 15’ Round 



PLASTIC SHEETING 
Heavy gauge clear plastic sheet with built-in cling treatment.  Treated plastic allows paint to stick and 
actually attracts airborne atomized paint.  Sheeting rolls-out to desired size to cover part, or all of cars, 
trucks or vans.  Core adapter included for all dispensers. 
 
MP-400     12’ x 400’ 
MP-401     14’ x 350’ 
MP-402     16’ x 350’ 

WHEEL MASKERS 
Treated plastic tire/wheel covers that cling to bottom of tire and avoid overspray from drifting 
up under cover.  Treated plastic allows paint to stick and actually attracts airborne atomized 
paint, therefore eliminating overspray particles from blowing into fresh paint.  Packaged in 
easy-to-dispense rolls. 
 
MP-403     17”-20” Wheel Masker                                   36 box 
MP-404     24 1/2” Wheel Masker (Semi Truck)             50 box 
MP-410     Standard Wheel Masker                                 100 box 
MP-411     16” Utility Truck Wheel Masker                    60 box 

WRECK WRAP 
Wreck Wrap film stops wind, rain, snow from getting 
inside vehicle through broken or missing glass.  Bonds 
firmly wherever applied and can be easily peeled off 
without leaving any adhesive behind.  Also works great 
for seat and carpet protection, vehicle and sign transport 
protection and overspray protection. 
 

MP-420     24” x 200’ 
MP-421     36” x 200’ 

DUST TRAP 
RS-618 is a statically charged, water based liquid 
specifically designed to attract and hold dust on 
spray booth floors and other dusty working condi-
tions.  RS-618 attracts dust and dirt, holding them at 
ground level.  Can be reapplied several times before 
washing with water. 
 
RS-618      Dust Trap                    Gallon 
RS-618-5  Dust Trap                    5 Gallon 

MIRROR MASKER 
Treated plastic mirror covers that cling 
to the mirror on contact and are very 
easy to tape.  Treated plastic also al-
lows paint to stick, thereby eliminating 
overspray particles from landing in 
fresh paint. 
 
MP-405     Plastic Mirror Masker 
                  50 Box 

CLEAR BOOTH COAT 
Temporary, water-washable, clear protective film.  This clear 
booth wall coating protects white paint booth walls from over-
spray buildup.  Easily sprays on and dries quickly.  To remove, 
simply wash off with water and apply a new coat. 
 

RS-706                        Clear Booth Coat        Gallon 
RS-706-5                    Clear Booth Coat        5 Gallon 
RS-706-15                   Clear Booth Coat        15 Gallon 
RS-706-55                   Clear Booth Coat        55 Gallon 

SPRAY MASK 
This exceptional spray mask provides over-spray protection on all parts of a vehicle 
exterior.  Super clear spray mask for excellent protection on cars and trucks.  Com-
pletely seals the vehicle from all types of paint and primer overspray.  Dries quickly to 
a clear film so the cars can be moved about the shop without losing the protection.   
 
RS-708                        Spray Mask                                   Gallon 
RS-708-5                    Spray Mask                                   5 Gallon 
RS-708-15                   Spray Mask                                   15 Gallon 
RS-708-55                   Spray Mask                                   55 Gallon 
RS-708-GUN              1.9mm Gravity Feed Gun 



MINI GRINDER 
These grinders are perfect for powering our 
RS-864 series TrimKut Discs, RS-861-3 Strip-
ping Disc,  RS-866 Series Surface Prep Disc 
and RS-867 Series Grinding Disc.  
RS-861-T                    Mini Grinder Straight 
RS-864-T                    Mini Grinder Angle 

MICRO SANDER 
This dual action sander is perfect for small jobs and areas that 
are difficult to sand.  Uses 3” pad and Velcro® disc.  Light-
weight, high-quality gearless construction.  Uses Rubber-Seal’s 
IN-320 series sanding discs. 

RS-5201                      3” Micro Sander 
RS-5201-PAD            3” Backing Plate 

SCUFF PADS 
Excellent quality, long-lasting scuff pads that cut 
evenly with no gouging.  These are standard size 
pads that are solvent resistant. 
 

RS-924      Maroon Pad                20 Box 
RS-925      Ultra Fine Grey           20 box        

RAZOR BLADES 
High quality, Made in USA blades for all 
uses. 
 
RS-848      Razor Blades               100 Box 

MBX METAL BLASTER 
The MBX Metal Blaster Tool rapidly 
removes paint, seam sealer, undercoat-
ing, decals, graphics and adhesives; all 
with only one tool!  Four types of wire 
wheels are available to easily meet your 
needs.  Rubber eraser is also available 
for removing decals and graphics. 
 

RS-862-K                   MBX Kit 
RS-862-RS                 Rubber Eraser 
RS-862-CB                 Coarse Belt 
RS-862-MB                Mrdium Belt 
RS-862-FB                 Fine Belt 
RS-862-FSS                Fine Stainless Belt 

PIN STRIPE ERASER 
The RS-839 pin stripe eraser is a 
premium quality rubber eraser that 
quickly removes adhesive residue, 
pin stripes, double-faced tapes and 
most decals without harming paint.  
Comes with a molded 3/8” x 24 
metal arbor.  Designed to operate at 
4000 RPM. 
 
 

RS-839                   Pin Stripe Eraser 
RS-839-K               Pin Stripe Eraser 
RS-839-A               Arbor for RS-839 
RS-839-T                Eraser Tool 

STRIPPING DISC 
You can remove rocker guard, seam sealer, undercoat, rust and paint in the blink of an eye with these amazing Strip Discs.  
They won’t load up and they don’t eat up the metal underneath the coatings that you are removing.  You will definitely want 
these discs if you ever need to remove coatings, rust or paint.  Nothing works better or faster! 
 
RS-861                        4” Black Stripping Disc 
RS-861-3                     3” Black Screw On Stripping Disc 

LONG LIFE CUTTING WHEEL 
Excellent quality cutting wheel for 
all metal or plastic body parts.  Fine 
mesh reinforced sides that control 
debris.  25,000 RPM max. speed. 
 
RS-894      3”x1/16”x3/8”   25 Box 
 
 

SUPREME CUTTING WHEEL 
Our best quality cutting wheel equals or out per-
forms all other cutting wheels.  Extra long life with 
minimal debris.  Four sizes to meet all require-
ments.  25,000 RPM max. speed. 
 

RS-887      3”x1/32”x3/8”            10 Box 
RS-888      3”x1/16”x3/8”            10 Box 
RS-889      3”x1/8”x3/8”              5 Box 
RS-890      4”x1/32:x3/8”             5 Box 

RESIN FIBER GRINGING DISC 
Best quality zirconium abrasive sharpens 
itself as you grind to provide outstanding 
cutting and extra long life.  Resin bond 
holds grit in place to prevent debris.  Cuts 
cool and fast to prevent warpage and re-
duce glazing and loading. 
 
RS-860-5-24                24 Grit       25 Box 
RS-860-5-36                36 Grit       25 Box 
RS-860-7-24                24 Grit       25 Box 
RS-860-7-36                36 Grit       25 Box 
RS-860-9-24                24 Grit       25 Box 
RS-860-9-36                36 Grit       25 Box 

FLAP DISC 
Super fast removal of paint, primer 
and welds without eating-up metal 
like resin fiber discs.  No loading, 
vibration or chattering. 
 
RS-860-4.5-40   40 Grit Flap Disc 
RS-860-4.5-60   60 Grit Flap Disc 
 
 



DOUBLE ENDED DRILL BITS 
1/8”, 14" and 5/16" Premium High-Speed Steel Bits. Won’t break under normal use.  Handy 12-pack. 
 
RS-891                        1/8” Premium 
RS-891-14                   1/4” Premium 
RS-891-316                 3/16” Premium 
RS-892                        1/8” Standard 

TRIM KUT GRINDING DISC 
The TrimKut Disc is a revolutionary grinding disc for use on all surfaces.  Can be trimmed easily for extended life.  Trim feature 
eliminates waste.  Flexible backing plate built into disc for easy installation on grinder.   
 

RS-864-24                   3” 24 Grit                                                        RS-864-36                   3” 36 Grit 
RS-864-60                   3” 60 Grit                                                        RS-865-24                   5” 24 Grit 
RS-865-36                   5” 36 Grit 

SURFACE PREP DISC 
These reinforced, non-woven nylon web backed discs provide outstanding longevity.  Very tough so it will hold-up on coarse sur-
faces.  Superior resin that holds-up to moisture and chemicals.  25 discs per package. 
 
 

RS-866-2C                  2” Coarse                                                        RS-866-2M                 2” Medium 
RS-866-3C                  3” Coarse                                                        RS-866-3M                 3” Medium 

GRINDING DISC 
This premium aluminum oxide disc has a super long life and fast cutting action, not only saving you money but also time.  High-
tech resin helps the grit stay on the disc.  25 discs per package. 
 
RS-867-2-24                2” 24 Grit                                                           RS-867-3-24                3” 24 Grit 
RS-867-2-36                2” 36 Grit                                                           RS-867-3-36                3” 36 Grit 
RS-867-2-50                2” 50 Grit                                                           RS-867-3-50                3” 50 Grit 

COBALT SPOT WELD BITS 
A one-piece, self-centering spot weld cutter for quickly removing all spot welds.  Extra strong cobalt steel outlasts other types of 
cutters. 
 
RS-899                        8mm                                                                RS-899-1.49                Spotle Replacement 
RS-899-6.5                  6.5mm                                                             RS-899-1.69                Spitznagel Replacement 
RS-899-D                    8mm Double End         

HSS SPOT WELD BITS 
These bits are made of premium, high-speed steel for 
super fast removal, long life and are highly resistant to 
chipping and breaking.  A 1/8” pilot bit centers the bit. 
 
RS-899-38                   3/8” Diameter 
RS-899-516                 5/16” Diameter 

TIN COATED COBALT SPOT WELD BITS 
Cobalt steel spot weld bits are designed only for Medallion Refinish 
System. These bits are coated with Titanium Nitrate for lubrication and 
longevity. An excellent bit for boron steel. 
 
RS-900-38                    3/8” Diameter 
RS-900-516                 5/16” Diameter 

TITANIUM NITRATE COATED SPOT WELD BITS 
Works on ALL types of automotive metal including Boron steels and provides incredibly long life.  Centers the bit in the middle of the spotweld and 
keeps it from migrating away from the spotweld.  When used properly, these spotweld drills will remove the spotweld without damaging the underly-
ing panel.  Quickly cuts through spotwelds to decrease panel removal time.  Must use at 600 RPM max. 
 
RS-899-T3                  3/8” Diameter 
RS-899-T5                  5/16” Diameter 

STEP DOWN BIT 
RS-901 is a moly alloy steel step down drill bit 
for drilling from 1/8" to 1/2" holes.  This bit is 
designed for automotive use.  It has a double flute 
for drilling clean accurate holes in thin metal, 
composite and rigid plastics 
 

RS-901     Step Down Bit 

WELDING BLANKET 
Up to 1000º F temperature resistance.  Neoprene 
coating protects car interior and finish.  Tough, 
resiliant blanket with folded and sewn edges to 
prevent unraveling.   
 
RS-917-NFB               5’x8’ Welding Blanket 



MS POLYMER SEAM SEALER (Sprayable) 
MSP Seam Sealer is a fast setting flexible seam sealer that can 
be immediately painted after application.  RS-234 can be ap-
plied with caulk gun or sprayed using the RS-8000 air dis-
penser. 
 
RS-234      MSP Seam Sealer Buff                 Cartridge 

URETHANE SEAM SEALER 
A premium quality, one-component urethane for sealing all autobody 
seams.  Also bonds door skins, hoods, deck-lid braces and roof skins.  
Bonds metal, aluminum, plastic, etc.  No shrinkage.   
 

RS-228      Urethane Seam Seal/Adhesive Grey               Sausage 
RS-229      Urethane Seam Seal/Adhesive Grey               Cartridge 

BRUSH GRADE SEAM SEALER 
RS-206 is a permanent, flexible sealant that matches O.E.M. 
brushed in sealers.  Duplicates trunk, cowling, floor pan and 
other factory sealers.  Dries quickly.  Paintable in 30 minutes.  
Won’t lift behind brush even on rough surfaces. 
 
RS-206      Brush Grade Seam Sealer             Quart 

FAST LEAK STOP 
A fast setting seam sealant that tools easily.  Sealer flows 
slightly so all edges and marks disappear.  Duplicates factory 
door skin seals perfectly.  Sets to a very tough. 
 

RS-207      Fast Leak Stop White 5 0z Tube 
RS-214      Fasr Leak Stop Black  5 oz. Tube 

FAST SETTING SEAM & JOINT 
Fast Setting Seam-N-Joint is a high rubber content seam sealant 
that cures quickly.  Tools very smoothly and has slight reflow 
after tooling so edges and fingerprints disappear. 
 
RS-226      Fast Setting Seam N Joint White  Cartridge 
RS-208      Fast Setting Seam N Joint Black   Cartridge    

UNIVERSAL SEAM SEALER 
RS-216 is an all-purpose, high rubber content sealer for all autobody 
applications.  Creamy smooth formula can be brushed or tooled as de-
sired.  Resealable cartridge with interchangeable tips. 
 
RS-216      Universal Seam Sealer White       Cartridge 

SPRAYABLE URETHANE SEAM SEALER 
This urethane sealant is suitable for both spraying and standard 
beads when applied with our RS-8000 air dispenser.  Easily 
matches all types and textures of factory sealers with one prod-
uct. 
 
RS-235      Sprayable Seam Sealer                 Cartridge 

JOINT SEAL 
RS-293 is a flexible, semi-firm sealant that is very smooth and creamy.  
Tools very easily and looks like O.E.M.  Approximate 8 minute skin time.  
Won’t crack or peel.  Minimal shrinkage. 
 
RS-293      Joint Seal White         Cartridge 

HD APPLICATOR GUN 
Heavy duty dispensing gun for 10.5 
ounce sausage packs or standard 
cartridges.  Also converts to high-
quality standard cartridge gun. 
 
RS-814      Applicator Gun 

SPRAYABLE SEAM SEALER DISPENSER 
European dispenser for applying beads or spraying autobody sealers.  Top quality tool 
lets you regulate type and texture of sealer in order to match factory sealers.   
 
RS-8000    Dispenser Kit                                RS-8005    Retaining Ring 
RS-8001    Inner White Spray Top                 RS-8006    Short Outer Spray Tip 
RS-8002    Caulk Tube Ring 
RS-8003    Small Ribbon Tip 
RS-8004    Long Outer Spray Tip 
 

DUM DUM STRIP CAULK 
A thumbable, easily tooled caulk for all 
around autobody use.  Never dries out.  
Won’t crack or shrink.  Excellent for seal-
ing fender extensions, gaskets, wing vents, 
sunroofs, between panels, etc. 

 
                                    RS-300      DumDum Black          2 lb Box 

SEAM SEALER TAPES 
This flexible self-adhering seam tape duplicates fac-
tory sealer tape perfectly.  Corners easily without 
wrinkles and can be painted immediately after appli-
cation. 
 

RS-954-WT   Seam Seal Tape     10mm x 8 m 
RS-957          Arch Tape              12mm x 2mm 
RS-958          Arch Tape              12mm x 3mm 

SUPER HD CAULKING GUN 
This super heavy duty dispenser will pump the most 
viscous materials.  No more sore hands or forearms.   
 
RS-823      HD Caulking Gun 



RUBBER GLUE 
Excellent quality, super fast dry neoprene contact cement for all 
exterior and interior auto body applications.  Quickly reattaches 
body side moldings, emblems, weatherstrips, plastic trim parts.  
Super fast initial cure.  Will not harm cured painted surfaces. 
 
RS-135      Rubber Glue               8 oz 

SUPER TACK 
A super high strength, fast tacking contact cement for gas-
kets, trim parts, weatherstrips, etc.  Available in amber and 
black colors. 
 
RS-120      Super Tack Weatherstrip Adhesive Amber    8 oz. 
RS-122      Super Tack Weatherstrip Adhesive Amber    5 oz.  

GORILLA GLUE 
The Gorilla Glue bonding system is designed especially for the repair of most all automotive plastic and rubber parts.  Instantly 
bonds rubber bumper, header panels, plastic trim parts and stripped screw holes.  Gorilla Glue in most cases bonds item to original 
strength. 

RS-160      Gorilla Glue Kit                                              RS-164      Thin Glue                    50gm 
RS-161      Activator                     2 oz.                             RS-165      Thick Glue                  50gm 
RS-162      Thin Glue                    20gm                           RS-167-K  Mini Thin Kit 

PATCH PADS 
A 0.60” thick, solid butyl pad backed with a malleable aluminum 
sheet.  Excellent sound deadening capabilities for floor pans, door 
skins, etc.  Seals irregular seams.  Seals out exhaust fumes, patches 
tears and holes in cargo trailers. 
 
RS-350      Patch Pads 

SOUND DEADENING PADS 
Original equipment replacement for foreign and 
domestic trunk floor pads.  Can be cut to shape 
for any application and painted over.   
 
RS-365      12” x 12” 
RS-366      33” x 58” 

SUPER HIGH TACK ACRYLIC URETHANE SIDE MOLDING TAPE 
Premium quality O.E.M. body side molding tape.  This tape is manufactured with acrylic urethane foam for 
superior strength and durability.  Actually used on many factory molding and emblem installations.  Super 
high tack for instant bond to ALL molding and paint systems.  Use these molding tapes so you can stop worry-
ing about your customers’ moldings coming off after they leave your shop.  When these tapes are used in con-
junction with RS-999 Ultra Bond on moldings, the moldings have a 3 year warranty against release when used 
as directed. 
RS-940      3/16” v 54’                  RS-991      5/8” x 60’ 
RS-995      1/4” x 60’                    RS-992      7/8” x 60’ 
RS-997      3/8” x 60’                    RS-994      2” x 30’ 
RS-990      1/2” x 60’ 

ACRYLIC URETHANE SIDE MOLDING TAPE 
A super effective, double-coated foam tape that holds all types of body side molding and emblems to all types of paint 
systems.  Approved for most OEM applications.  Works very well on wide truck and van moldings that typically are very 
difficult to keep in place.  Excellent realignment properties 
 

RS-937     1/2” x 108’ 
RS-938     5/8” x 108’ 
RS-939     1” x 108’ 

SPECIALITY MOLDING TAPES 
OEM Acrylic Foam Attachment Tapes.  Excellent for bumper in-
sert moldings.  Various sizes fit a variety of applications without 
having to trim excess tape.  Fantastic adhesion. 

RS-941      Low Profile                 1/8” x 1/32” x 60’ 
RS-942      Low Profile                 5/8” x 1/32” x 60’ 
RS-943      Indented Molding       1/2” x 3/32” x 30’ 

FINE LINE TAPE 
Top quality, fine-line masking 
tape for use in striping and 
covering. 

RS-983-Y    1/8” Fine Line 
RS-984-Y    1/4” Fine Line 
RS-985-Y    1/2” Fine Line 

TAPE ADHESION PROMOTER 
Tape Adhesion Promoter.  Guaranteed molding attachment.  Ask 
your rep to see our money-back guarantee if a molding is lost 
when our system is used. 
 
RS-999      Ultra Bond Plus          8 oz. 

ADHESIVE RELEASE AGENT 
Moldings and other parts with adhesive on them can be 
immersed in this solution inorder to remove adhesive and 
tape from them.  Usually an overnight submersion time is 
needed to provide adhesive release. 
 
RS-659      Adhesive Release Agent               Gallon 

BLACK WATERPROOF CLOTH TAPE 
High quality cloth backing.  Designed for long life.  Excellent 
for shielding water leaks and repairing upholstery.  Protects 
existing paint around areas being sanded, ground or sand 
blasted. 
 
RS-920-B                    Black Cloth Tape 2” x 108’ 

DUCT TAPE 
A premium grade duct tape for all uses.  Liner 
won’t delaminate under normal use.  Abrasive stays 
attached to liner.  Tight reinforcement for added 
strength. 
 
RS-919     Silver Duct Tape 2” x 108’ 



PANEL BONDERS 
Super strong and tough adhesion. No soft spots. Bonds to any type of properly prepared automotive/truck metal, SMC or fiber-
glass. Safe for baking. Also works as a sealer. Non-sagging formula. Anaerobic acceleration of cure when sandwiched between 
two pieces of metal. Will not discolor paint. Guaranteed performance when used according to directions. 
 
RS-7130    30 Minute                    200ml 
RS-7160    60 Minute                    200ml 
RS-7190    90 Minute                    200ml 
RS-7020    Static Mix Tips w/nut 

RAPID BOND ADHESIVE 
Sets within 30 seconds. Clear. Urethane based. Powerful adhesion. Bonds metals and most plastics. Repairs bumpers 
and tabs. Shrinkage free. Non-sag. Sandable/drillable. Use in EU-845 Dispenser gun. Solvent Free 100% Solids. 
 
RS-7001                      Rapid Bond Adhesive                   50ml 
RS-7026                      50ml Static Mixing Tips 

15 MINUTE EPOXY SEAM SEALER 
MRS-7215 General Purpose Flexible Epoxy Seam Sealer is two-component, epoxy seam sealer formulated for automotive and truck 
applications as well as light industrial.  This seam sealer has a 15 minute work time.  It can be applied to sanded 2K primer surfacers 
and pre-treatment primers including self-etch primers and sanded OEM painted surfaces.  It can be topcoated with basecoat/clearcoat 
systems. 
 
MRS-7215                   General Purpose Epoxy Seam Sealer 15 Minute              200ml 
RS-7020                      Static Mix Tips w/nut 

5 MINUTE EPOXY SEAM SEALER 
MRS-7205 General Purpose Epoxy Seam Sealer is two-component, epoxy seam sealer formulated for automotive and truck applica-
tions as well as light industrial.  This seam sealer has a 5 minute work time.      It can be applied to sanded 2K primer surfacers and pre-
treatment primers including self-etch primers and sanded OEM painted surfaces.  It can be topcoated with basecoat/clearcoat systems. 
 
MRS-7205                   General Purpose Epoxy Seam Sealer 5 Minute                200ml 
RS-7020                      Static Mix Tips w/nut 

DTAM EPOXY NON-SAG SEAM SEALER 
MRS-7201 DTAM Epoxy Non-Sag Seam Sealer is two-component, epoxy seam sealer formulated for automotive and truck applica-
tions as well as light industrial.  This seam sealer can be applied directly to properly prepared cold-rolled steel, galvanized steel, alumi-
num, SMC, fiberglass, FRP and other plastics.  It can also be applied to sanded 2K primer surfacers and pre-treatment primers includ-
ing self-etch primers. 
 
MRS-7201                   DTAM Epoxy Non-Sag Seam Sealer            200ml 
RS-7020                      Static Mix Tips w/nut 
 

2 COMPONENT DISPENSERS 
A high-leverage, heavy-duty dispensers for 50 ml., 200 ml. and 
300 ml. cartridges and a super heavy-duty, zero-effort pneumatic 
dispenser for big jobs, 
 
EU-845     50ml Dispenser 
EU-847     50ml Premium Dispenser 
EU-850     300ml/200ml Dispenser 
EU-852     300ml/200ml Premium Dispenser 
EU-853     200ml Dispenser 

"PLASTIC MASTER" UNIVERSAL REPAIR MATERIAL 
Use on any type of bumper including TPO and polypropylene. Super strong adhesion (optimize adhesion with RS-590 Flexi-Grip). Semi-
Rigid. Tough: stands up to impact. Incredibly easy to sand. Fast dry time: 3-5 minute work time. Sand in 15-20 minutes. Excellent feather-
edge. Should be used on back side to reinforce when used on a flexible bumper. Guaranteed performance when used according to directions. 
Solvent Free 100% Solids 
 
RS-7107                      “Plastic Master” Plastic Repair                       300ml 
RS-7020                      Static Mix Tips w/nut 



REDLINE XL RHYNOWET SHEETS 
 
9” x 11” Sheets           80 thru 2500 Grit 
5 1/2” x 9” Sheets       1000 thru 2500 Grit 
 

VELCRO® INTERFACE PADS 
These 3/4” thick interface pads feature a hook texture on one side and are looped on the other. Thick padding 
makes it easy to sand curved and angled body panels. 
 
IN-IFP-5                      5” Velcro  
IN-IFP-6                      6” Velcro  
IN-IFP-8                      8” Velcro  

SCUFF MASTER 
Scuff Master makes scuffing faster, easier and more economical. 
Can be used with a scuff pad or just a wet rag to achieve a more 
uniform scratch pattern. This product cleans and scuffs at the 
same time. Great for color blending and bumper preparation. 
 
RS-677      Scuff Master                22 oz. 

REDLINE XL SELF ADHESIVE 
 
5” Solid                     40 thru 800 Grit            6” Solid Link Roll                  80 thru 800 Grit 
5” Solid Link Roll    80 thru 400 Grit            8” Solid                                   36 thru 600 Grit 
6” Solid                     36 thru 800 Grit            2 3/4” x 16 1/2” Long Board  36 thru 320 Grit 
                                                                        2 3/4” x 25 meters Roll           36 thru 400 Grit 
 
 

REDLINE RHYNOGRIP VELCRO  
 
3” Solid                      40 thru 2000 Grit                          6” Vacuum                                   40 thru 500 Grit 
5” Solid                      80 thru 1500 Grit                          8” Solid                                        36 thru 1500 Grit 
6” Solid                      36 thru 2000 Grit                          2 3/4” x 16 1/2” Long Board        36 thru 320 Grit           
 
 
                   

RHYNO SPONGE PADS 
4½” x 5½” hand sponge pads are perfect for those hard to sand areas. Available in four grit sizes, this superior pad 
provides the finishing touch to any sanding job. 20 per pack. Also available in four-pack cases. MUST BE USED IN A 
WET APPLICATION. 
 
320 thru 1200 Grit 
 
 







Medallion Refinish System 
5751 N. Webster St. 
Dayton, OH  45414 
Phone: 937-890-6547 
Toll Free: 800-257-6547 
Fax: 937-890-6320 
 

SouthWest Warehouse 
1718 Fry Road 
Suite 120 
Houston, TX  77084 
Phone: 281-829-9190 
Toll Free: 877-558-

LIT-300S 




